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Kitchen Architecture designed with passion
Our talented design team is dedicated to perfecting your kitchen, bedroom & living spaces. Our ability
to listen and interpret our clients’ individual needs and aspirations has been key to our long-term
success. As our company and industry has evolved over 40 years, our core principles remain more
relevant than ever – passion, product and perfection
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THE LONG

Celebrating 40 years of passion for design and innovation, Managing Director Kirsten
Robeson tells Luke Thomas why the company has always been devoted to longevity

E

stablished in 1979, Cameron Interiors has
recently celebrated 40 years in the residential
design industry. From the very start, the Scottish
company has developed a well-earned reputation
as a purveyor of creative luxury design and craftsmanship.
The firm is the proud Bulthaup partner for Scotland.
Bulthaup, renowned worldwide for the architecture of living
spaces combines; innovation and precision together with
superlative expertise and technical perfection - all qualities
that Cameron Interiors emulate.
“We carefully choose all of our suppliers and partners
to make sure they share our vision and deliver to the
highest standards,” says Kirsten. “This enables us to create
unparalleled and innovative design for the kitchen, bedroom
and living space of the most discerning clients.”
The team at Cameron Interiors is dedicated to perfecting
each space to allow a unique design to emerge which not
only looks beautiful but is personally designed for each living
situation.
Working closely, everyone from the designers to the
installation team love what they do and it shows. Each team
member brings something different to the company, offering
clients a genuine wealth of knowledge.
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Longevity in the industry is an achievement to celebrate,
and Kirsten credits the company’s staying power to a
number of factors; “Our loyal customers who recommend
us and come back to us for design after design; having
fantastic products that stand the test of time and our
hardworking team who build strong relationships with
clients, are all key components of our success. Our expertise
and reputation have been built up over four decades and
we believe that a major part of our ongoing success stems
from taking the time to understand how each individual
client lives day to day in order to create a functional
but stylish space that works for their specific needs and
requirements.”
“We don’t just create spaces that look good, we design them
to work well with precision and perfection in mind,” she adds.
It’s clear from talking to Kirsten that the client is always
at the forefront of everything the company does. The team
believe that a successful project is not just about standout
design, but also keeping the customer in mind every step of
the way. Adds Kirsten: “A design team can only create the
perfect space if they truly understand the lifestyle of the client,
which is why communication and understanding are key.”
For more information visit www.cameroninteriors.co.uk
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